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Remember?Remember?Remember?
Jets are bundles of particles with correlated kinematicsJets are bundles of particles with correlated kinematics

~25% photons, rest charged and neutral hadrons~25% photons, rest charged and neutral hadrons

Calorimeters are detectors of choice for jetsCalorimeters are detectors of choice for jets
Generate signals from neutral and charged particlesGenerate signals from neutral and charged particles

Calorimeter response to particles depends on particle typeCalorimeter response to particles depends on particle type
More signal from electrons/photons than from More signal from electrons/photons than from pionspions of the same of the same 
energy (nonenergy (non--compensation)compensation)
Larger intrinsic fluctuations for hadronsLarger intrinsic fluctuations for hadrons
Direct proportionality of electron signal to incoming energyDirect proportionality of electron signal to incoming energy
HadronHadron response is energy dependentresponse is energy dependent
HadronicHadronic showers are less compact and largershowers are less compact and larger

Jet response is a convolution of the jet particle content Jet response is a convolution of the jet particle content 
with particle responsewith particle response

Typically higher than Typically higher than hadronhadron responseresponse

Calorimeter signal definition affects image of jet in Calorimeter signal definition affects image of jet in 
detectordetector

Towers and clusters Towers and clusters 
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How To Deal With Non-CompensationHow To Deal With NonHow To Deal With Non--CompensationCompensation
Can we get the Can we get the hadronichadronic shower branch signals up to shower branch signals up to 
a signal corresponding to the electromagnetic signal?a signal corresponding to the electromagnetic signal?

Lower fluctuationsLower fluctuations
Direct proportionality of energy and signalDirect proportionality of energy and signal

One approach: cell signal weighting in highly One approach: cell signal weighting in highly 
granular calorimetergranular calorimeter

Small signal densities in a calorimeter cell indicate Small signal densities in a calorimeter cell indicate hadronichadronic
deposit and should receive an additional correction (weight) deposit and should receive an additional correction (weight) 

Pioneered by CDHS (1977) and developed by H1 (1992)Pioneered by CDHS (1977) and developed by H1 (1992)

High signal densities indicate electromagnetic signals and High signal densities indicate electromagnetic signals and 
dondon’’t need additional correctionst need additional corrections

Dense, compact showers from electrons/photonsDense, compact showers from electrons/photons

But how can we determine these weights?But how can we determine these weights?
ItIt’’s mostly a matter of context: are we trying to determine s mostly a matter of context: are we trying to determine 
them for single particles (clusters) or jetsthem for single particles (clusters) or jets
ATLAS works with both approachesATLAS works with both approaches

Leftovers from Lecture 1 
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Jet Calibration With Cell WeightsJet Calibration With Cell WeightsJet Calibration With Cell Weights
Statistical approachStatistical approach

Weights are determined by resolution Weights are determined by resolution minimalizationminimalization fits with fits with 
calorimeter jetscalorimeter jets

Truth reference typically corresponding simulated particle jetTruth reference typically corresponding simulated particle jet
Weights will include primary electromagnetic component of jetWeights will include primary electromagnetic component of jet

Do we really want this? They should only correct Do we really want this? They should only correct hadronichadronic signals!signals!

Weights compensate all signal inefficiencies, not only Weights compensate all signal inefficiencies, not only e/he/h
Dead material corrections, leakageDead material corrections, leakage
Low level of factorization!Low level of factorization!

Weights need to be determined for all jet finders and jet Weights need to be determined for all jet finders and jet 
finder configurationsfinder configurations

Need to find the jet first in Need to find the jet first in uncalibrateduncalibrated signalssignals
Then apply correct weight for given jet finder and configurationThen apply correct weight for given jet finder and configuration
Huge task!Huge task!

( , )jet jet
calo cell cell cells true

cells
E w X E Eρ= ⋅ =∑ ( , )jet jet

calo cell cell cells true
cells

E w X E Eρ= ⋅ =∑

Leftovers from Lecture 1 
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Hadronic CalibrationHadronicHadronic CalibrationCalibration
Why not calibrating calorimeter signals first?Why not calibrating calorimeter signals first?

No jet contextNo jet context
But need other context for cell signal weighting normalization But need other context for cell signal weighting normalization 
→→ topological cell clustertopological cell cluster

Energy blobs follow shower shape somewhatEnergy blobs follow shower shape somewhat

Cluster based Cluster based hadronichadronic calibrationcalibration
Advantages to jet context: can use cluster shape to Advantages to jet context: can use cluster shape to 
parametrzieparametrzie cell weightscell weights

Measure compactness of signal cluster by clusterMeasure compactness of signal cluster by cluster
Shape and size variables are easily reconstructed for each clustShape and size variables are easily reconstructed for each clusterer

E.g. 2nd geometrical moments

Allows factorizationAllows factorization
Deal with Deal with e/he/h at detector level (not jet level)at detector level (not jet level)
Correct for local dead material at cluster level alreadyCorrect for local dead material at cluster level already
But need to apply further jet context corrections for particles But need to apply further jet context corrections for particles 
lost in magnetic field and dead material losses not correlated lost in magnetic field and dead material losses not correlated 
with cluster signalswith cluster signals

Leftovers from Lecture 1 
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Local Hadronic CalibrationLocal Local HadronicHadronic CalibrationCalibration
CaloCluster

(em scale)

Cluster Classification

Hadronic Calibration

Dead Material 
Corrections

Out-of-cluster 
Corrections

CaloCluster
(calibrated)

Dead Material 
Corrections

electromagnetic hadronic

Out-of-cluster 
Corrections

Leftovers from Lecture 1 
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Cell Signal Weighting In ATLASCell Signal Weighting In ATLASCell Signal Weighting In ATLAS
Weights are extracted from simulationsWeights are extracted from simulations

Signals and deposited energies from single charged Signals and deposited energies from single charged pionpion MCMC

Weights are calculated as function of cluster & cell Weights are calculated as function of cluster & cell 
variablesvariables

Signal environment used as additional indicator of Signal environment used as additional indicator of hadronichadronic charactercharacter

( )iv nvisis nonEm
cell

E escm
cel

nonEm
cell

aped
c ll lell ceE EEEw E= + + +

Escaped energy (no signal contribution)

Invisible energy (no signal contribution)

Ionization energy (charged hadron & muon signal contribution)

Electromagnetic energy (electron,positron,photon signal contribution)

Purely hadronic shower branch

Electromagnetic shower branch

( ), , ,...visnonEmem Em
cell cell active

c A E E t ε⎡ ⎤⋅ ⊕⎣ ⎦
Reconstructed em scale signal

Leftovers from Lecture 1 
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Dead Material Energy LossesDead Material Energy LossesDead Material Energy Losses
Tracking device in front of Tracking device in front of 
a calorimetera calorimeter

And maybe even a cryostat And maybe even a cryostat 
wallwall

Try to use the cluster  Try to use the cluster  
signal to correct for the signal to correct for the 
losseslosses

In frontIn front
InbetweenInbetween

Central ATLAS!Central ATLAS!
Between Between 

EndcapEndcap and forward cracksand forward cracks
Approach:Approach:

Correlate cluster signal with Correlate cluster signal with 
nearby dead material energy nearby dead material energy 
loss in simulationsloss in simulations
Do this for each dead Do this for each dead 
material region separatelymaterial region separately

Leftovers from Lecture 1 
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Local Hadronic Calibration SummaryLocal Local HadronicHadronic Calibration SummaryCalibration Summary
Attempt to calibrate Attempt to calibrate hadronichadronic calorimeter signals in calorimeter signals in 
smallest possible signal contextsmallest possible signal context

Topological clustering implements noise suppression with least Topological clustering implements noise suppression with least 
bias signal feature extractionbias signal feature extraction
No bias towards a certain physics analysisNo bias towards a certain physics analysis
Good common signal base for all Good common signal base for all hadronichadronic final state objectsfinal state objects

Jets, missing Et, Jets, missing Et, taustaus

Factorization of cluster calibrationFactorization of cluster calibration
Cluster classification largely avoids application of Cluster classification largely avoids application of hadronichadronic
calibration to electromagnetic signal objectscalibration to electromagnetic signal objects

Low energy regime challengingLow energy regime challenging

Signal weights for Signal weights for hadronichadronic calibration are functions of cluster calibration are functions of cluster 
and cell parameters and variablesand cell parameters and variables

Cluster energy and directionCluster energy and direction
Cell signal density and location (sampling layer)Cell signal density and location (sampling layer)

Dead material and out of cluster corrections are independently Dead material and out of cluster corrections are independently 
appliedapplied

Leftovers from Lecture 1 
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OverviewOverviewOverview
Lecture 1 (Saturday, October 4Lecture 1 (Saturday, October 4thth, 2008, 12:30, 2008, 12:30--

13:30): Signals from particle jets 13:30): Signals from particle jets 
Experimentalist view on jetsExperimentalist view on jets
Brief review of the basics of calorimetric energy measurementBrief review of the basics of calorimetric energy measurement
Jet response of a nonJet response of a non--compensating calorimetercompensating calorimeter
Calorimeter signal reconstruction: cells, towers, clustersCalorimeter signal reconstruction: cells, towers, clusters

Lecture 2 (Sunday, October 5Lecture 2 (Sunday, October 5thth, 2008, 12:30, 2008, 12:30--13:30): 13:30): 
Jet algorithms and reconstructionJet algorithms and reconstruction

Physics environment for jet reconstruction at LHCPhysics environment for jet reconstruction at LHC
Jet algorithms and reconstruction guidelinesJet algorithms and reconstruction guidelines
Jet calibration strategiesJet calibration strategies
Jet Reconstruction PerformanceJet Reconstruction Performance

Lecture 3 (Sunday, October 5Lecture 3 (Sunday, October 5thth, 2008, 17:00, 2008, 17:00--18:00): 18:00): 
Refinement of jet reconstruction at LHCRefinement of jet reconstruction at LHC

Refined calibration using other detectorsRefined calibration using other detectors
Tagging jets from pileTagging jets from pile--upup
The origin of jets: masses and shapesThe origin of jets: masses and shapes
AOBAOB
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Jet Reconstruction 
Environment At LHC
Jet Reconstruction Jet Reconstruction 

Environment At LHCEnvironment At LHC
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Physics Environments 
@ LHC
Physics Environments Physics Environments 
@ LHC@ LHC

Physics environment different Physics environment different 
from from TevatronTevatron

Increased underlying event Increased underlying event 
activity (more phase space)activity (more phase space)

Already at lowest (initial) Already at lowest (initial) 
luminosities ~10luminosities ~103131--10103232 cmcm--22 ss--11

Additional activity from pileAdditional activity from pile--upup
Proportional to instantaneous Proportional to instantaneous 
luminosityluminosity

CDF data  (CDF data  (√√s=1.8 s=1.8 TeVTeV))

LHC prediction: 
x2.5 the activity 
measured at 
Tevatron!
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CDF data: Phys.Rev, D, 65 (2002)

Δφ

“toward”
|Δφ|<60°

“away”
|Δφ|>120°

“transverse”
60°<|Δφ|<120°

“transverse”
60°<|Δφ|<120°

leading jet

Rick FieldRick Field’’s (CDF) s (CDF) 
view on view on didi--jet eventsjet events

Lecture 2: Jet reconstruction environment at LHC 
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Pile-Up EventsPilePile--Up EventsUp Events
Multiple collisions of other Multiple collisions of other 
protons in bunch crossingsprotons in bunch crossings

Effect of high luminosity at Effect of high luminosity at 
LHCLHC
Independent of (triggered) Independent of (triggered) 
hard scattering processhard scattering process
Generates additional particles Generates additional particles 
and particle jetsand particle jets

Generates additional noise Generates additional noise 
in detectorsin detectors

High bunch crossing rate High bunch crossing rate 
creates signal history from creates signal history from 
pilepile--up in detectorsup in detectors

Sensitivity up to 25 bunch Sensitivity up to 25 bunch 
crossings for crossings for ““slowslow”” detectors detectors 
(calorimeters)(calorimeters)

Average contribution cancels Average contribution cancels 
due to chosen signal shapingdue to chosen signal shaping

PilePile--up noise is not up noise is not 
gaussiangaussian

Coherent effects due to Coherent effects due to 
physics sourcephysics source

Et ~ 58 GeV

Et ~ 81 GeV

no pile-up added LHC design luminosity pile-up 
added

R = 0.5
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E
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n 
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jet sizejet size

Lecture 2: Jet reconstruction environment at LHC 
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Final State At LHCFinal State At LHCFinal State At LHC
Final state can make jet reconstruction more Final state can make jet reconstruction more 
challengingchallenging

““Low activityLow activity”” signatures like QCD signatures like QCD didi--jets (2jets (2-->2 process >2 process 
+ radiation)+ radiation)

Mostly gluons, more quarks at high Mostly gluons, more quarks at high pTpT
Busy final states in SUSY Busy final states in SUSY 

Many leptonsMany leptons
Many (quark) jetsMany (quark) jets
Higher likelihood of signal overlapHigher likelihood of signal overlap

Source of jetSource of jet
HadronicHadronic W decays in W decays in ttbarttbar productionproduction

W colorW color--disconnected to rest of collisiondisconnected to rest of collision
Quark jetsQuark jets

Prompt photon + Prompt photon + jet(sjet(s))
Mostly quark jetMostly quark jet

Lecture 2: Jet reconstruction environment at LHC 
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Physics Environments @ LHC  Physics Environments @ LHC  Physics Environments @ LHC  
Discovery physics at LHCDiscovery physics at LHC

Expect extreme busy final Expect extreme busy final 
statesstates

Lots of leptons, missing Et and Lots of leptons, missing Et and 
jets O(10) in SUSYjets O(10) in SUSY
Many x 10 jets in black hole Many x 10 jets in black hole 
productionproduction
Good spatial resolution power Good spatial resolution power 
to find the jetsto find the jets
Good energy resolution for Good energy resolution for 
reliable missing Et calculationreliable missing Et calculation

Need large rapidity coverageNeed large rapidity coverage
Tag vector boson fusion Tag vector boson fusion 
production of Higgs and production of Higgs and 
exoticsexotics

WW, WZ, ZZ with associated 
quark jets

These These ““tag jetstag jets”” often go often go 
forwardforward
Jets are uncorrelated with Jets are uncorrelated with 
each other, but balance the each other, but balance the 
central system (Higgs)central system (Higgs)

Tagjet direction η

100 GeV 600 GeV300 GeV

Direction of tag jets in Higgs VBF 
production for mH = 100, 300, 600 GeV

this is a very old plot!

Lecture 2: Jet reconstruction environment at LHC 
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Finding JetsFinding JetsFinding Jets
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Jet DefinitionJet DefinitionJet Definition
Jet finding algorithm Jet finding algorithm 
and its configurationand its configuration

Seeded or seedless cone Seeded or seedless cone 
and its parameters and its parameters 

Cone size, seed thresholdCone size, seed threshold
Recombination algorithmRecombination algorithm

Recursive recombination Recursive recombination 
algorithmsalgorithms

Distance parameterDistance parameter
Recombination algorithmRecombination algorithm

Signal or constituent  Signal or constituent  
definitiondefinition

Calorimeter towers or Calorimeter towers or 
clustersclusters
Reconstructed tracksReconstructed tracks
Generated particlesGenerated particles
Generated Generated partonspartons
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Lecture 2: Finding jets 
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Theoretical RequirementsTheoretical RequirementsTheoretical Requirements
Infrared safety

Additional soft particles should not 
affect jet reconstruction
See extra slides from Gavin Salam

Collinear safety
Split energies (one instead of two 
particles) should not change the jet 
See extra slides from Gavin Salam

Infrared safetyInfrared safety
Additional soft particles should not Additional soft particles should not 
affect jet reconstructionaffect jet reconstruction
See extra slides from Gavin SalamSee extra slides from Gavin Salam

Collinear safetyCollinear safety
Split energies (one instead of two Split energies (one instead of two 
particles) should not change the jet particles) should not change the jet 
See extra slides from Gavin SalamSee extra slides from Gavin Salam

infrared sensitivity
(soft gluon radiation merges jets)

collinear sensitivity (2)
(signal split into two towers below threshold)

collinear sensitivity (1)
(sensitive to Et ordering of seeds)

Lecture 2: Finding jets 
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infrared sensitivity
(soft gluon radiation merges jets)

Theoretical RequirementsTheoretical RequirementsTheoretical Requirements
Infrared safetyInfrared safety

Additional soft particles should not Additional soft particles should not 
affect jet reconstructionaffect jet reconstruction
See extra slides from Gavin SalamSee extra slides from Gavin Salam

Collinear safetyCollinear safety
Split energies (one instead of two Split energies (one instead of two 
particles) should not change the jet particles) should not change the jet 
See extra slides from Gavin SalamSee extra slides from Gavin Salam

collinear sensitivity (2)
(signal split into two towers below threshold)

collinear sensitivity (1)
(sensitive to Et ordering of seeds)

Lecture 2: Finding jets 
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Experimental Requirements for Jet FindersExperimental Requirements for Jet FindersExperimental Requirements for Jet Finders
Detector technology independenceDetector technology independence

Minimal contributions to spatial and energy resolutionMinimal contributions to spatial and energy resolution
Insignificant effects of detector environmentInsignificant effects of detector environment

NoiseNoise
Dead materialDead material
Cracks Cracks 

Easy to calibrateEasy to calibrate
WellWell……

Environment independenceEnvironment independence
Stability with changing luminosityStability with changing luminosity
Identify all physically interesting jets from energetic Identify all physically interesting jets from energetic partonspartons
in in pertubativepertubative QCD (QCD (pQCDpQCD))
High reconstruction efficiencyHigh reconstruction efficiency

ImplementationImplementation
Fully specifiedFully specified

All selections and other configurations knownAll selections and other configurations known
Efficient use of computing sourcesEfficient use of computing sources

Lecture 2: Finding jets 
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Popular Jet Algorithms in ATLASPopular Jet Algorithms in ATLASPopular Jet Algorithms in ATLAS
Seeded coneSeeded cone

Place cone with radius R Place cone with radius R 
around seedaround seed

pTpT > 1 > 1 GeVGeV
Collect all particles in coneCollect all particles in cone
ReRe--calculate energy and calculate energy and 
direction of conedirection of cone

44--momentum recombinationmomentum recombination
Find more particle in new Find more particle in new 
conecone
Stop until no more particles Stop until no more particles 
to be foundto be found

Stable solutionStable solution
Particles can be shared Particles can be shared 
between jets between jets 

Is not infrared safeIs not infrared safe
Needs split & merge (50% Needs split & merge (50% 
threshold)threshold)

May miss May miss signficantsignficant energyenergy
Dark jetsDark jets

Recursive recombination Recursive recombination 
((kTkT))

Calculate for all particles Calculate for all particles ii
and pairs and pairs ijij ::

Find minimum Find minimum ddminmin from all from all ddii, , 
ddijij
If If ddminmin is a is a ddii, call , call ii a jet and a jet and 
remove it from the listremove it from the list
Else combine Else combine ii andand jj into a jetinto a jet

44--momentum recombinationmomentum recombination
Calculate new combinationsCalculate new combinations

Stop when all particles Stop when all particles 
declared jetsdeclared jets
Each particle is part of one Each particle is part of one 
jet only (exclusive jet only (exclusive 
assignment)assignment)

Infrared safeInfrared safe
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kT Clustering Visualization
(Gavin Salam)

kTkT Clustering VisualizationClustering Visualization
(Gavin Salam)(Gavin Salam)

Lecture 2: Finding jets 
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Mainstream jet algorithms

Sequential recombination
Sequential recombination of cacti

kt alg.: Find smallest of

dij = min(k2
ti , k

2
tj )∆R2

ij/R
2, diB = k2

ti

If dij recombine; if diB , i is a jet
Example clustering with kt algo-
rithm, R = 0.7

φ assumed 0 for all towers
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Text Box
(Animation courtesy of Gavin Salam)
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Jet ResponseJet ResponseJet Response
Jets are bundles of Jets are bundles of 
particlesparticles

~25% initial photons~25% initial photons
HadronicHadronic particles include particles include 
mostly mostly pionspions, , kaonskaons, protons , protons 
and their antiand their anti--particlesparticles

Different response!Different response!

Jet response in nonJet response in non--
compensating calorimeterscompensating calorimeters

Jet signal depends on Jet signal depends on 
fragmentation/particle fragmentation/particle 
contentcontent

Significant jetSignificant jet--toto--jet jet 
response variations due to response variations due to 
more or less photonsmore or less photons
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energy lost due to longitudinal leakage
energy lost due to jet algorithm/calorimeter signal definition
energy added by underlying even
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UE PU

E
E
E ⊗ t and/or pile-up

energy added by response from other nearby particles/jetsgain
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only source 
of signal!

only source 
of signal!
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Jet Calibration StrategiesJet Calibration StrategiesJet Calibration Strategies
PreliminariesPreliminaries

There is no universal model for jet calibrationThere is no universal model for jet calibration
Immediate consequence from the fact that there is no universal jImmediate consequence from the fact that there is no universal jet finder et finder 
(or jet finder configuration) appropriate for all physics (or jet finder configuration) appropriate for all physics 
reconstruction/analysis reconstruction/analysis 
Calibration approach depends on much more than detector signal Calibration approach depends on much more than detector signal 
characteristics and signal definitionscharacteristics and signal definitions
But there two general strategiesBut there two general strategies

Publications often refer to jets corrected to Publications often refer to jets corrected to partonparton levellevel
IllIll--defined concept in pp (c.f. Gavin Salam)defined concept in pp (c.f. Gavin Salam)
Maybe more useful in Maybe more useful in ee++ee-- or deep inelastic scattering (?)or deep inelastic scattering (?)

At LHC jets are foremost calibrated to the particle (At LHC jets are foremost calibrated to the particle (hadronhadron) level) level
First aim to reconstruct the energy carried by particles into thFirst aim to reconstruct the energy carried by particles into the detector e detector 
(calorimeter, of course)(calorimeter, of course)

Needs detailed and most accurate detector signal simulations for testbeams and 
physics processes

Link to interaction physics needs full modeling of collision proLink to interaction physics needs full modeling of collision processes cesses 
Need all particles, not only hard scatter fragments (don’t really know which those 
are anyway)

Factorize jet calibration as much as possibleFactorize jet calibration as much as possible
Better control of Better control of systematicssystematics

Can even use hadron testbeams to a point (see later)

Most of all: every experiment needs its own model in the Most of all: every experiment needs its own model in the 
end!end!

Lecture 2: Jet Calibration 
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Jet Calibration Strategies OverviewJet Calibration Strategies OverviewJet Calibration Strategies Overview
Two models:Two models:

Model I: Calibration in jet contextModel I: Calibration in jet context
First find jet, then calibrate, then correct if neededFirst find jet, then calibrate, then correct if needed

Model II: Calibration in cluster contextModel II: Calibration in cluster context
Calibrate calorimeter signals, then find jet, then correct Calibrate calorimeter signals, then find jet, then correct 
(likely needed)(likely needed)

Local hadronic calibration plugs in here!

Best calibration likely a combination of both Best calibration likely a combination of both 
modelsmodels

Need to keep track of Need to keep track of systematicssystematics!!

Lecture 2: Jet Calibration 
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Full Calibration in Jet ContextFull Calibration in Jet ContextFull Calibration in Jet Context
Find the jet using basic (electromagnetic) Find the jet using basic (electromagnetic) 
energy scale signals in the calorimeterenergy scale signals in the calorimeter

Assumes that all elementary signal corrections Assumes that all elementary signal corrections 
(electronics etc.) are taken care of (electronics etc.) are taken care of 
Relative Relative mismis--calibration between input to jet finder calibration between input to jet finder 
can O(30%) or more in noncan O(30%) or more in non--compensating compensating 
calorimeterscalorimeters

Can be a problem especially for Can be a problem especially for kTkT! ! 

Best for compensating Best for compensating 
calorimeters, as basic energy calorimeters, as basic energy 
scale is ~scale is ~hadronichadronic scalescale

Then calibrate itThen calibrate it
Complex signal weights applied to cell signals in Complex signal weights applied to cell signals in 
jet (default)jet (default)
Lower level of factorization of jet reconstructionLower level of factorization of jet reconstruction

Many corrections absorbed in a few numbersMany corrections absorbed in a few numbers

Feedback of calibrations to basic signals (jet Feedback of calibrations to basic signals (jet 
constituents) for missing ET calculations etc.constituents) for missing ET calculations etc.

Apply final Jet Energy Scale (JES) Apply final Jet Energy Scale (JES) 
correctionscorrections

Correct for different algorithm, jet size, Correct for different algorithm, jet size, 
calorimeter signal definitioncalorimeter signal definition

Lecture 2: Jet Calibration 
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Cell Calibration Functions From JetsCell Calibration Functions From JetsCell Calibration Functions From Jets
Sample of fully simulated QCD Sample of fully simulated QCD didi--jet events from jet events from 
pTpT>17 >17 GeV/cGeV/c to ~4000 to ~4000 TeV/cTeV/c

Match reconstructed calorimeter jet with closeMatch reconstructed calorimeter jet with close--by particle jetby particle jet
Both jets reconstructed with Seeded Cone R=0.7Both jets reconstructed with Seeded Cone R=0.7
Match only successful if only one jet close byMatch only successful if only one jet close by
Calorimeter jets are based on tower signals in a grid of Calorimeter jets are based on tower signals in a grid of ΔΔηηxxΔΔηη
= 0.1x0.1= 0.1x0.1

Determine cell signal weights (H1Determine cell signal weights (H1--style)style)
DeDe--compose matched calorimeter jet into individual cell compose matched calorimeter jet into individual cell 
signalssignals
Determine cell signal weights in resolution optimization fit Determine cell signal weights in resolution optimization fit 
using truth particle jet energy as normalizationusing truth particle jet energy as normalization

Weights are function of cell location and cell signal densityWeights are function of cell location and cell signal density
Dense signals – em, less dense signals hadronic

ReRe--calculate jet fourcalculate jet four--momentum using cell weightsmomentum using cell weights
Jet energy and direction change Jet energy and direction change 

Determine additional correction functionsDetermine additional correction functions
Different jet size, cluster jets, different jet algorithm (Different jet size, cluster jets, different jet algorithm (kTkT))

Lecture 2: Jet Calibration 
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“H1” Style Cell Signal Weighting in ATLAS““H1H1”” Style Cell Signal Weighting in ATLASStyle Cell Signal Weighting in ATLAS

Fit constraint for weights:Fit constraint for weights:

Jet fourJet four--momentum calculation after fitmomentum calculation after fit

( ) ( )
1

1 for reference jets

, ( , ) , ( , ) ,  with 
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jet jet jet
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Cluster Context Jet CalibrationCluster Context Jet CalibrationCluster Context Jet Calibration
Calibrate calorimeter signals first as much as possible, then Calibrate calorimeter signals first as much as possible, then 
find jetsfind jets

Detector motivated (use measured signal shapes)Detector motivated (use measured signal shapes)
Applies calibration in the context of a specific calorimeter sigApplies calibration in the context of a specific calorimeter signal definition nal definition 
(topological clusters)(topological clusters)

No jet context needed
Provides calibrated input to jet findingProvides calibrated input to jet finding

Better for kT

Needs final jet energy scale correctionsNeeds final jet energy scale corrections
Calibration derived from single particlesCalibration derived from single particles
Feedback of final corrections for Feedback of final corrections for 
missing ET calculations etc.missing ET calculations etc.

High level of factorization, High level of factorization, 
better control of better control of 
systematicssystematics (?)(?)

To be investigatedTo be investigated

Provides Provides hadronichadronic
calibration outside of jet calibration outside of jet 
contextcontext

Previous discussion of local Previous discussion of local 
hadronichadronic calibrationcalibration

Lecture 2: Jet Calibration 
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“Data Only” Jet Calibration““Data OnlyData Only”” Jet CalibrationJet Calibration

3

22

1

JES ToolTask

photon/jet pT
balance in direct 
photon production
(correct JES from pT
balance with photon, as 
function of jet pT etc.)

Absolute energy 
scale corrections

di-jet pT balance
(equalize jet response of 
calorimeter system with 
respect to central region 
in slices of φ, next slide)

Relative response 
corrections (η,φ)

minbias events
(determine E/Et density 
in pile-up as function of 
# vertices, next slide)

PileUp Subtraction 0

0

( , ) ( , )

( , , )

jet jet
bc jet jet jet jet

mb jet
vtx jet jet

E E

N Aηϕ
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Conceptional
Features & Limitations

ConceptionalConceptional
Features & LimitationsFeatures & Limitations

Data only approach from three Data only approach from three 
different eventsdifferent events

MB for MB for PileUpPileUp correctionscorrections
Underlying event is folded inUnderlying event is folded in

DiDi--jets for response equalization in jets for response equalization in 
pseudorapiditypseudorapidity and azimuthand azimuth

Use central jet as referenceUse central jet as reference
BackBack--toto--back topologies neededback topologies needed

Prompt photons for absolute JES Prompt photons for absolute JES 
correctionscorrections

Precision limit by photon Precision limit by photon 
reconstruction quality and reconstruction quality and didi--jet jet 
backgroundbackground
Also theoretical uncertainties Also theoretical uncertainties 
(ISR,FSR) important for very high (ISR,FSR) important for very high 
precisionprecision

Control of Control of systematicssystematics seems to be seems to be 
possiblepossible

““independentindependent”” calibration and calibration and 
correction sourcescorrection sources

More is needed care is neededMore is needed care is needed……
E.g., mostly gluon jets E.g., mostly gluon jets didi--jets versus jets versus 
mostly quark jets in prompt photon mostly quark jets in prompt photon 
productionproduction
Absolute correction is to interaction Absolute correction is to interaction 
((partonparton) level, not particle level! ) level, not particle level! 
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Tower Building
(Δη×Δφ=0.1×0.1, non-discriminant)

CaloCells
(em scale)

CaloTowers
(em scale)

Calorimeter Jets
(em scale)

 Jet Finding
(cone R=0.7,0.4; kt)

Jet Based Hadronic Calibration
(“H1-style” cell weighting in jets etc.)

Calorimeter Jets
(fully calibrated had scale)

Physics Jets
(calibrated to particle level)

Jet Energy Scale Corrections
(noise, pile-up, algorithm effects, etc.)

Refined Physics Jet
(calibrated to interaction level)

In-situ Calibration
(underlying event, physics environment, etc.)

ProtoJets
(E>0,em scale)

Tower Noise Suppression
(cancel E<0 towers by re-summation)

Tower Jets in ATLASTower Jets in ATLASTower Jets in ATLAS
Sum up electromagnetic scale calorimeter cell Sum up electromagnetic scale calorimeter cell 
signals into towerssignals into towers

Fixed grid of Fixed grid of ΔΔηη x x ΔΔφφ = 0.1 x 0.1= 0.1 x 0.1
NonNon--discriminatory, no cell suppressiondiscriminatory, no cell suppression
Works well with pointing readout geometriesWorks well with pointing readout geometries

Larger cells split their signal between towers according to the Larger cells split their signal between towers according to the 
overlap area fractionoverlap area fraction

Tower noise suppressionTower noise suppression
Some towers have net negative signalsSome towers have net negative signals
Apply Apply ““nearest nearest neighbourneighbour tower recombinationtower recombination””

Combine negative signal Combine negative signal tower(stower(s) with nearby positive signal ) with nearby positive signal 
towers until sum of signals > 0towers until sum of signals > 0
Remove towers with no nearby Remove towers with no nearby neighboursneighbours

Towers are Towers are ““masslessmassless”” pseudopseudo--particlesparticles
Find jetsFind jets

Note: towers have signal on electromagnetic energy scaleNote: towers have signal on electromagnetic energy scale
Calibrate jetsCalibrate jets

Retrieve calorimeter cell signals in jetRetrieve calorimeter cell signals in jet
Apply signal weighting functions to these signalsApply signal weighting functions to these signals
Recalculate jet kinematics using these cell signalsRecalculate jet kinematics using these cell signals

Note: there are cells with negative signals!Note: there are cells with negative signals!
Apply final correctionsApply final corrections

Lecture 2: Jet reconstruction 
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Lecture 2: Jet reconstruction 

Cluster JetsCluster JetsCluster Jets

Two configurationsTwo configurations
Local Local hadronichadronic calibrationcalibration
Cell weighting using Cell weighting using 
tower jet calibrationtower jet calibration

Can produce jets from Can produce jets from 
any stage of cluster any stage of cluster 
calibration/correctionscalibration/corrections

Topological Clustering
(includes noise suppression)

CaloCells
(em scale)

Calorimeter Jets
(em scale)

 Cluster Classification
(identify em type clusters)

 Jet Finding
(cone R=0.7,0.4; kt)

 Out Of Cluster Corrections
(hadronic & electromagnetic)Jet Based Hadronic Calibration

(“H1-style” cell weighting in jets etc.)

 Jet Finding
(cone R=0.7,0.4; kt)

Jet Energy Scale Corrections
(noise, pile-up, algorithm effects, etc.)

Refined Physics Jet
(calibrated to interaction level)

In-situ Calibration
(underlying event, 

physics environment, etc.)

 Hadronic Cluster Calibration
(apply cell signal weighting)

 Dead Material Correction
(hadronic & eleectromagentic)

CaloClusters
(em scale, classified)

CaloClusters
(locally calibrated had scale)

CaloClusters
(hadronic scale)

CaloClusters
(had scale+DM)

Calorimeter Jets
(partly calibrated/corrected)

 Jet Finding
(cone R=0.7,0.4; kt)

CaloClusters
(em scale)

Calorimeter Jets
(fully calibrated had scale)

Physics Jets
(calibrated to particle level)
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Deviations Signal LinearityDeviations Signal LinearityDeviations Signal Linearity
Estimated effect of a distorted detector Estimated effect of a distorted detector 

( )
( )

/

/

calo truth
jet jet alt
calo truth
jet jet ref

E E

E E

ξ =

Effect of detector 
distortion depends 
on jet size, calo
signal choice, and 
kinematic domain:  
~ 2% for cone 
jets, up to ~4% 
for central 
(narrow) kT jets!

Effect of detector 
distortion depends 
on jet size, calo
signal choice, and 
kinematic domain:  
~ 2% for cone 
jets, up to ~4% 
for central 
(narrow) kT jets!

ATLAS MC
(preliminary)
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Effect of 
calorimeter 
signal choice 
on jet energy 
resolution

Effect of Effect of 
calorimeter calorimeter 
signal choice signal choice 
on jet energy on jet energy 
resolutionresolution

2 2      0 ( ) ( ),
  0

rel rel cluster tower
rel

cluster towerrel rel

E E
E Eσ

σ σ σ σψ σ
σ σ

⎧ ⎫Δ Δ > ⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞⎪ ⎪= Δ = −⎨ ⎬ ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
− −Δ Δ < ⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭

Cluster jets have 
better resolution 
at low energies 
even for non-
optimal  cell 
weights! ->noise?

ATLAS MC
(preliminary)

ATLAS MC
(preliminary)

ATLAS MC
(preliminary)

ATLAS MC
(preliminary)
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Energy Resolution DifferencesEnergy Resolution DifferencesEnergy Resolution Differences

open symbols: cone, filled symbols: kT

abs jetEσσ ψΔ = ⋅

Clear indication of noise suppression by 
TopoClusters!
Clear indication of noise suppression by 
TopoClusters!

ATLAS MC
(preliminary)

ATLAS MC
(preliminary)
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